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Financial freedom for everyone

Saving in precious metals has ensured profitability and liquidity for thousands of 

years while minimizing risk exposure. Valores experts and analysts have devised a 

savings plan that can offer security combined with returns to anyone, while 

buying or selling as well as storing precious metals has never been cheaper, 

easier, faster and safer.
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Our mission is to share financial knowledge, enable the most favorable purchases 

of precious metals for each individual and improve profitability by focusing on the 

latest interesting and profitable areas of finance based on strategic partnerships.

Our goal is to serve the client with knowledge, data, facts and useful advice, thus 

enabling him to enrich his life savings in the long run - and at the end of the 

positive trend, to help him cash in on profits and adjust his investment strategy.



Saving in banks or in precious metals

Precious metals provide safe returns, while trust in many other investments is uncertain. World Banks 

are increasing the amount of money in circulation and consequently reducing its value – this is how 

inflation occurs, and with it, the value of money falls.
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Example: saving 100 € per month over the last 15 years in various forms.

(at a total pay-in value of approx. 18.000 €)



Scarce opportunities

Mining companies can no longer find new gold 

discoveries, and gold production is declining 

(Figure 1), while the Berlin Institute of Raw 

Materials has declared silver as a scarce raw 

material of the Periodic Table, as shown in the US 

geological survey graph below. 2).
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Traditional investments made modern

We believe in equal investment 

opportunities, so we provide 

our clients with easy and secure 

digital access to traditional 

solutions.
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Valores savings plan
Enter the world of precious metals 
with as little as 50 € and reach your financial goals.

Buy or sell precious metals
Buy or sell precious metals easily and under 
the most favorable terms on the market

The Valores savings plan allows anyone to buy precious metals as a 
small investor, on the terms of large investors. This means a 16 to 30% 
better price. It is the only savings product with investment 
characteristics, and the key to it is that each is the manager of his 
own assets, as he can pay any amount, establish a direct debit or pay 
any value at any time. Valores savings are not tied to the company 
(Tim Valores d.o.o.) but to the person making the deposit. Therefore, 
all purchase and storage data is always available.

For all who are interested in buying or selling gold and 
silver, the most favorable conditions on the market are 
available. We deal only with precious metals of the highest 
purity, which enable immediate sales and the best 
purchase prices at our offices, in banks and at other official 
traders in gold and silver.



An investment 
with many benefits
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Quality that 
speaks for itself

We collaborate exclusively with 
mints whose precious metals meet the 

“Good delivery” standard. These are 
precious metals of the highest possible 

purity, allowing you to sell them 
immediately, and they command the 

highest purchase prices at banks and 
official gold traders.

The highest possible level of protection

Purchase of silver without VAT
It is located in a duty free zone, which gives 
you 22% more white precious metals

You are the owner of precious metals
We have the role of a broker who provides you 
with purchase, sale and storage of precious 
metals under the best conditions

Better prices

Warranty - with a certificate in 
the name of the client and full 
insurance coverage at the current 
price

100% physical precious metals, without any 
paper purchases

Insurance and reinsurance
Your assets are 100% insured

Flexibility of purchases and sales
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Safekeep and save
In the Valores savings plan, your precious metals are safely stored in Liechtenstein, offer 

tax benefits and are always accessible.

OZL Offenes Zolllager in Liechtenstein AG

They enable safe storage in highly secure 
facilities outside the banking sector.

Credible records, the storage of the precious 
metal bars is organized by serial number.

Warehousing controlled by an audit house 
and state regulator.

Duty-free storage for white precious metals 
with tax benefits.

Online records accessible 24/7, access to 
safes with option to lease your own safe, and 
access for authorized family members.

All bars come from mints conforming to the 
Good delivery (LBMA) standard.

Storage of other important property 
documents, works of art, jewels and strategic 
metals is allowed.
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Benefits that convince Our experience is priceless

With above-average returns over the last 15 years 

compared to bank deposits, gold and silver represent 

security against the declining purchasing power of 

money, while at the same time enjoying tax benefits and 

not affecting social transfers.

The team consists of financial advisors who developed a strong 

relationship with all product partners and thus gain very favorable 

conditions for clients and advisors. We first invest in our financial 

knowledge, and then use it to help our clients reach 

their financial goals.
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We are here to convince with
knowledge, our relationship and results

Our consultants are always there to answer any 

question regarding the Valores savings account, 

the purchase or sale of precious metals, storage 

possibilities, or anything else you need to know.

Irena Linasi Rogač Aljoša Iskra Aleš Budja
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Traditional investments made modern

valores.si

080 30 45

http://www.valores.si

